Higher Level Training Clinic
Safety is our goal and training is our specialty

Through dynamic active training, practice and assessment, you will gain the knowledge, skills, and abilities of the Higher Level Trainer and become eligible for candidacy as an MSHA approved instructor.
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Each trainee and facilitator will be given an easy to follow guide with engaging activities aimed at providing a full understanding of the material.

This Higher Level Training Clinic will provide competency and objective based learning with hands on learning and assessments that gauge learners ability to transfer knowledge to the job site.

The Higher Level Training clinic incorporates multiple courses. This will ensure eligibility of submission for MSHA Approved Instructor Card (5000-23). The clinic is designed using a blended learning style; online coursework, individual projects, and a 3 day instructor led training session.

With a flexible learning environment, a certificate will be given at the completion of each step.

- Active Learning
- MISL
- Emergency Response
- Gaming Simulations
- Professional Miner Leadership

Contact us today to set up a Higher Level Training Clinic conveniently at your location!

"Your train the trainer session was very informative and educational. The training with the workbook has allowed a different dimension into the classroom for interactive learning. People have responded well to the material in the workbook. You have done a tremendous job working on this to enhance the training for trainers." - Sean McCraren CEO McCraren Compliance

"It gets the employees engaged in their own training. We have had comments like, "best training I've ever had," "great interaction," I believe that these activities have really enhanced the learning experience for our miners." - Deb Hutchison, Vulcan Materials